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Foreword

In the last decade the world has made great 

progress in helping people move out of 

poverty. However, the current economic 

system has also created inequality and 

caused tremendous harm to our planet. It 

is time to re-think the status quo and our 

economic model. We need to redefine the 

system so it works the other way around 

— solving social problems and creating a 

more fair society for all humans. Whenever 

we want to solve the problem of poverty, we 

have to address the root cause.

 

That is where the concept of social business 

comes in. A social business is a problem 

solving business. Social business allow 

people to focus their creativity on solving 

human problems with business means rather 

than maximizing profits. In charity, money 

goes out and never comes back. In social 

business, the money goes out, does its good 

work and comes back. One time use versus 

unlimited use of money; that’s the whole 

idea of social business. That way social 

business is a powerful tool to get people out 

of poverty and close the wealth-gap. 

 

Five years ago we created Yunus Social 

Business (YSB) headquartered in Germany to 

grow many social businesses all around the 

world. At YSB we help people to use their 

creative power to design social businesses 

to solve human problems. We plant the seed 

by providing financing and support, and 

then we help them grow. We do this in many 

countries around the world. I am proud to 

say that our teams have managed to invest 

in over 45 companies, which already serve 

over 1.5 million people and have supported 

way more than 1.000 social business 

entrepreneurs in their growth. 

Next to our main activities of supporting 

local entrepreneurs, we also believe in the 

power of big corporates to solve problems. 

We have partnered with companies like 

Danone, McCain, TATA or BASF to create 

businesses for people rather than profit. 

 

That is why we have decided to support big 

companies to use their power to solve social 

problems. Our teams in Brazil and India have 

launched “Corporate Action Tanks”, the first 

corporate accelerator to help corporations 

use their core competences to solve global 

problems. We have seen that companies and 

their employees find it very inspiring to use 

their creativity to solve social problems in an 

innovative way.

 

I think we all should ask ourselves in what 

world do we want our children to be born. 

The present generation is blessed with great 

wealth and powerful technology. With these 

resources comes a unique opportunity as 

well as moral responsibility for change our 

world to the better. 

 

That is why I am posing a challenge: Let’s 

have 1 percent of the economy be social 

businesses in the next five years. That 1 

percent will lay the foundation to solve all 

the problems of the world. We can do that. 

I invite you to join this exciting journey and 

turn this vision into reality.
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“A charity dollar has one life. 

A social business dollar can 

be invested over 

and over again.”

Prof. Muhammad Yunus, 
 Nobel Peace Laureate 2006, 

Founder Grameen Bank, 
Chairman Yunus Social Business 
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We reached an important milestone in 2016: 

The portfolio companies we invested into have 

improved over 1.5 million of the poorest lives. 

These are 1.5 million more people that now 

have access to essential products or services 

like water, clean energy, education and or high-

er incomes. And all of this has been achieved 

through a sustainable business approach, 

not traditional charity. We believe that social 

business allows the poor to choose how they 

want to live their lives rather than to rely on 

hand-outs. It allows them to build a dignified 

life. Our mission therefore is to use the power 

of business to end poverty.

 

2016 saw significant developments across the 

globe, which both cause concern and hope 

for the future. The refugee crisis is continuing 

to expand with over 50M displaced people 

globally. Northern Uganda is home to the 

largest refugee camp in the world. Companies 

like Hope Development initiative create better 

incomes for over a thousand female rice farm-

ers in Northern Uganda and make sure that 

their families do not have to leave the country 

for a better future. This is just one example of 

how we can address some of the root causes 

directly where they occur.

 

In Colombia, the government and FARC rebels 

came together to forge a new future based on 

peace. For our team on the ground and the 

Colombian people, these talks represent a 

tremendous opportunity to heal wounds and 

move forward. Colombia represents an op-

portunity to help build on the foundation for 

peace by funding businesses that directly sup-

A Year in Review

port those impacted by the 50-year civil war, 

providing poor, rural communities with em-

ployment and essential products and services. 

For example, YSB supported Mar y Sol, a social 

business training people in the conflict ridden 

region of Tumaco on how to sustainably grow 

shrimp and earn a decent living.  

 

In India we have partnered with a success-

ful microfinance entrepreneur to launch the 

new YSB Bangalore Fund next to our Fund in 

Mumbai. In Brazil we launched our first Social 

Business Fund.

 

We believe that tackling the biggest challeng-

es of our time requires collective action. We 

know that corporations around the world have 

the power, resources and creativity to address 

social problems. That is why we launched our 

first Corporate Action Tank in Brazil in partner-

ship with Bank of America, a first-of-its-kind 

accelerator that helps corporations apply their 

core competencies to solve uniquely Brazilian 

social problems. The second Corporate Action 

Tank was launched in India in partnership with 

Tata. At a global level we have partnered up 

with the Boston Consulting Group to get more 

large companies involved in creating more so-

cial impact, and have already worked with over 

30 corporations. 

 

Our commitment to the UN Sustainable De-

velopment Goals remains as steadfast as ever. 

Goal no. 1 of bringing poverty to zero will be 

our guiding principle. We have worked hard to 

refine our strategy for next years. Our focus has 

been simplified and our mission sharpened. 

Our goal for 2017: to find and finance 

social businesses with the potential to 

impact over 1 million lives by provid-

ing employment or essential products 

and services to the poorest communi-

ties around the world.

 

We are looking forward to 2017 with 

renewed energy and a continuing be-

lief that social business is the answer 

to reducing poverty to zero. With your 

help and generous support, we can 

make this happen with greater impact 

than ever before. Join us, contact our 

team, and help us grow social busi-

nesses that impact millions of lives.

Saskia Bruysten, CEO & Co-Founder, 
Yunus Social Business
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We focus on employment, 

education, health,

 clean energy

 and income creation.

Our Mission

Yunus Social Business is a philanthropic fund for social 

businesses. We believe that by harnessing the power 

of business, we can solve social problems in a sustain-

able way. Co-Founded by Nobel Peace Laureate Prof. 

Muhammad Yunus, we finance and support exceptional 

entrepreneurs tackling crucial issues in areas like em-

ployment, education, health, clean energy and income 

creation. We transform philanthropic donations into 

loans for sustainable businesses. Our social business-

es provide employment, education, healthcare, clean 

water, and clean energy to over 1.5 million people 

worldwide.



45 Investments

in 8 regions

across the globe
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Our goal is to find and finance social busi-

nesses that impact more than 1 million lives 

over five years. A tough challenge, but one 

we accept with quiet determination and 

a clear vision of what a “game-changing” 

social business should be. Quantifying and 

measuring the social impact our portfolio 

companies create is the single most import-

ant way we gauge our success. 

9336 Incomes & Jobs Supported 1,5 million Clients Reached

822.86
2

1.50
0

.0
0

0
+

50
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.4
35

1000+ Entrepreneurs Supported 12,3 million Invested

1278

400+

Health & Sanitation

Investments per Sector

Agriculture
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Clean Energy & Environment

Education
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Timelines represent cumulative data. India data preliminiary. Growth rates 2015-2016.

Key facts 2016
• 2.5 USD in revenues created                 

per 1 USD invested in 2016
• Total Revenues created in 2016 by 

portfolio companies: 3.500.000 USD
• 550 clients reached per 1.000 USD 

invested

2014 2015 2016

2014 2015 2016

2014 2015 2016

  82% GROWTH--  174% GROWTH--

  43% GROWTH--  100% GROWTH--  

Our Performance 2016BALKANS

TUNISIA

INDIA

UGANDA

BRAZIL

HAITI

COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA



Providing access to 

safe water in Uganda.
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Spotlight on Spouts of Water

The halls of Harvard University are a long 

way from the heat and humidity of rural 

Uganda, but both are places that Kathy Ku 

and John Kye know well. They were Harvard 

undergraduates, and before their gradua-

tion both had moved to Uganda to chase a 

seemingly impossible dream of transforming 

how Ugandan households access safe drink-

ing water.

 

That dream was first planted in Kathy’s head 

when she visited Uganda in 2010 as part 

of Harvard College’s Engineers Without 

Borders Program. Kathy was struck by the 

lack of access to clean water, a resource 

she had previously taken for granted. In a 

country where almost 30% of the population, 

lack access to safe drinking water, the only 

solutions available were scarce, expensive 

imported products. As a result, waterborne 

illness is one of the leading causes of child-

hood mortality in the country.

 

Armed with a determination to solve the 

problem, Kathy returned to Harvard and 

teamed up with a fellow student, John Kye, a 

graduate in economics and now co-founder 

of Spouts. “I must have talked about it so 

much during a dinner that somebody said, 

‘Kathy, why don’t you just go for it?’ And 

before I knew it, I had a business plan and 

had found a great partner in John who was 

equally interested in trying to do something 

meaningful about this issue.”

 

Fast forward to 2013, Kathy and John won 

$15,000 in the Harvard University President’s 

Innovation Challenge for their concept—a 

low-cost, clay water filter to help impover-

ished Ugandan families. They were deter-

mined to produce the filters locally.  Award 

money in hand, they pitched the idea to 

businesses in search of a company to manu-

facture and distribute the product in Ugan-

da. But they were rebuffed at every turn.

“People thought we were crazy” 

says Kathy “They told us to double 
our budget, they told us we were 
never going to be able to find the 
equipment, the materials, or the 
people we needed”. 

Nevertheless, Kathy and John forged ahead 

on a plot of land donated by Kumi Univer-

sity, where they constructed their first water 

filter factory with only $3,000 to spare. “We 

had no idea how difficult it would be,” Kathy 

reflected.

 

SPOUTS filters are produced using local 

materials, with clay from a nearby clay bed 

and sawdust from a local carpenter. As water 

passes through microscopic pores in the 

ceramic filter, particulates and bacteria are 

blocked, while a further layer of silver nitrate 

acts as a biocide ensuring a final water purity 

of over 99%. The devices, which sell for 

about $20, can filter two to three liters per 

hour and provide a family with clean drinking 

water for two years. Using local raw materi-

als and labor enables SPOUTS to sell filters 

for one-third the price of imported devices, 



We provide concessional financing in the 

“Missing Middle” for scalable social busi-

nesses with a focus on ending poverty. 

These social businesses provide either jobs, 

incomes or access to essential products and 

services to the poor. We look for businesses 

driven by ambitious local entrepreneurs with 

a proven business model and potential for 

large scale social impact.

 

To support these entrepreneurs fully on their 

way to scale, we offer long term loans with 

favorable interest rates, no personal guaran-

tee, and grace periods tailored to the indi-

vidual needs of the business. Our financing 

volumes range from 100 k – 1 M USD pro-

vided in several tranches along pre-agreed 

milestones.

 

Use of our funding by social businesses can 

vary broadly, from investment in machinery, 

working capital, or simply covering oper-

ating losses during the early growth phase 

until profitability. In addition to our financial 

support, we offer to all our portfolio entre-

preneurs’ ongoing business support and 

access to expert networks, to ensure that all 

necessary infrastructure is in place for the 

company to realize its full potential – reach-

ing financial sustainability while maximizing 

its social impact.

 

Refining and simplifying our financial offer 

for social entrepreneurs was a key area of 

focus for 2016, and we’re now pleased to 

be able to offer social entrepreneurs an 

easy-to-understand package of patient 

finance. Straightforward, fair, competitive 

and - most importantly - supportive of a 

social mission, our new financing structure is 

already in place with the latest additions to 

our portfolio.

Patient Financing
Helping you grow your business and maxi-

mize your social impact

• No personal collateral required, only busi-

ness assets

• Better than market interest rates

• Repayment terms of up to 7 years

• Grace period of up to 2 years, flexibly tai-

lored to your business’ growth phase and 

financial needs
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which makes them especially affordable for 

low income households.

 

Today SPOUTS has outgrown capacity of 

their second factory. With financing from 

Yunus Social Business, they are building a 

new factory, doubling monthly production 

capacity to 2,000 filters, and have future 

potential to produce more than 10,000 filters 

each month. 

“YSB has played a huge role in 
enabling our expansion,” said Kye. 

“Access to the kind of capital we now have 

would have been impossible through banks 

and traditional lenders, and while grants and 

aid are good, we’ve always wanted to be 

self-sustainable. With patient financing from 

Yunus Social Business we not only get a loan 

with a great interest rate, we have a partner 

who’s really committed to our success and 

can provide us with support that goes far 

beyond just a bank transfer.”

2017 promises to be an exciting year for 

SPOUTS of Water. Ku and Kye, who spent 

several years living in their old production 

facility with no access to clean drinking 

water themselves, know how easy it is to 

take tap water for granted. Now with a new 

factory, easy, affordable access to clean 

drinking water will become a reality for more 

Ugandans than ever before.

“In order to have sustainable 

change, entrepreneurs are needed 

for permanent big social solutions, 

reaching out to the poorest. Social 

businesses are real businesses for 

profit, set up and run by real business 

people. Yunus Social Business is 

scouting and finding those local 

change makers. With a balanced mix 

of financial support and non-financial 

support, early stage social businesses 

are set forward by local YSB teams 

and scaled to next levels.”

Jan K. van Oord,                
Philanthropic Investor

Patient Finance
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Entrepreneur Support

Providing patient finance for social business-

es to grow is just the beginning of the rela-

tionship we have with the social businesses 

in our portfolio. We work together through-

out the life of the investment to provide 

tailored support that the business needs to 

grow to the next level. This includes access 

to our mentor and expert networks to help 

overcome specific business challenges, and 

connections to pre-vetted service providers, 

ensuring both the financial health of their 

business and increasing the social impact.

Have a great idea and could use our support? 
Find out more on our entrepreneur program.

yunussb.com/entrepreneurs

Our advisory services and accelerator pro-

grams help entrepreneurs to reach more 

clients, create more jobs and increase reve-

nues:

• 81% of supported business have been 

able to reach more clients, the average 

increase in beneficiaries was more than 

100%

• 94% of businesses have increased the 

number of jobs*

• 81% have reported increased revenues

      *  A CC E L E R ATO R  S U R V E Y S  2 01 5 - 2 01 6

Growth support for social businesses 
For example: Until Digo, the vast majority of 

Haitians could buy only imported cleaning 

products; products shipped to Haiti pre-di-

luted and pre-packaged with high unit costs. 

With our support, Digo quickly expanded in 

2013, from just 100 small-scale micro-ven-

dors in Port Au Prince to over 300 hundred 

in only four months. With this expansion 

came a problem, one that Yunus Social Busi-

ness was uniquely positioned to solve.

Following their rapid expansion, Digo 

management noticed a stagnation and then 

decline in revenues. Cash collection and 

product orders were falling, despite the 

increase in points of sale. To address this we 

called on our network of experts and paired 

the Digo team with a management consul-

tant over a four month period. After talking 

to reps and their trade customers, Digo real-

ized the problem was the size of the 50-gal-

lon drums they supplied. Such large drums 

of the product took a long time to sell, which 

meant reps were visiting infrequently to 

collect cash. In the time between sales visits 

vendors used the money collected for other 

necessities. To address this, Digo piloted 

smaller 20-gallon drums with five vendors 

and measured the results. Drums were easier 

to handle, sold through quicker, and as a 

result, the number of orders increased.

 

In addition, by creating a new collections 

dashboard, the Digo team were able to 

better identify which vendors had collec-

tions outstanding. This has allowed Digo to 

identify late collections much more quickly, 

which resulted in over 40% improvement in 

cash collection.

 

With the new 20-gallon drum size and collec-

tions process in place, Digo has continued 

to build a profitable social business and is 

planning to expand outside Port Au Prince 

to other areas of the country.
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Health

Special Projects

CAT
In 2016, YSB launched the Yunus Corporate 

Action Tank in Brazil in partnership with Bank 

of America Merill Lynch where 5 leading 

international corporations – Cosan, Hering, 

Randstad, ABInBev and Mattos Filho - are 

working together on building impactful social 

businesses for Brazil, using their core compe-

tencies.

YSB has a long history in partnering with 

multinationals to harness their corporate ex-

pertise for the greater good. The corporate 

action tank is an intense programm trigger-

ing innovation and new ways of looking at 

markets for big companies. Highlighting this,  

in a 2015 Harvard Business Review article on 

social business, Emmanuel Faber, CEO of 

Danone called Grameen Danone the “best 

R&D lab ever” adding that the social busi-

ness model has been both an effective way of 

fighting poverty and a productive source of 

new business ideas.

Building on the success in Brazil, 2016 was 

also an exciting year for the team at Yunus 

Social Business India where we celebrated 

the launch of the The Indian Corporate Ac-

tion Tank (ICAT) in partnership with Tata Trust. 

ICAT aims to encourage large companies to 

tackle poverty by creating social businesses 

and is India’s first corporate social business 

incubator.

ICAT builds on experience from the Grameen 

Network in Bangladesh. 

Customer Discovery
Social Entrepreneurs are creating innovative 

businesses around the world that reduce 

poverty and improve the lives of those they 

serve. However, these pioneers often walk 

a lonely path, encountering many hurdles 

along the way that make growing a social 

business a significant challenge. To better 

understand the obstacles early-stage social 

businesses face, we interviewed over 100 en-

trepreneurs in developing countries on their 

financial and non-financial needs. 

The research showed that access to financing 

is still a major issue for most of the entrepre-

neurs: loans are expensive, require significant 

personal collaterals and traditional financing 

providers don’t take the social mission of the 

business into account. 

Besides access to capital, social entrepre-

neurs also have challenges finding new 

customers for their products and services 

and managing their operations and technical 

excellence, as well as recruiting and retaining 

high quality staff. The study has been made 

possible with funding by the Robert Bosch 

Stiftung.

Impact Water, Uganda

Health
In Uganda, over 440 children still die every week due to water-

borne diseases. A much higher number falls sick from contami-

nated water, which results in lower school attendance. The social 

business sells, installs and maintains environmentally-friendly 

UV-based water purification systems to schools on low cost, multi-

year credit terms. This helps schools to avoid burning firewood for 

boiling water and therefore offsets CO2 emissions while improving 

children’s health. Impact Water already serves over one thousand 

schools in Uganda and provides clean drinking water to more than 

600,000 children.
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“Our business has 

gained a lot from the 

accelerator process, 

today we are on 

another level and we 

owe this largely to 

the accelerator”

Matheus, 
Co-Founder Moradigna

Nutrivida, Costa Ria, Health
Malnutrition for low incomes families is a 

common problem in Costa Rica. The risk of 

“hambre oculta” (hidden hunger) represents 

a fundamental problem, which can cause long 

term damage to the health of infants. Nutriv-

ida is a joint venture between Florida Ice and 

Farm company and YSB that aims to eradicate 

the issue of malnutrition in Central America by 

supplying nutritious products at a low cost.

Spouts of Water, Uganda, Health
10 million Ugandans still lack access to safe 

drinking water. Spouts of water is locally 

manufacturing affordable water purifica-

tion filters for low income households to 

ensure that they have constant access to 

clean drinking water. This eliminates the cost 

and time incurred in boiling drinking water. 

Its household water purification filters are 

99.9% germ free certified. The company has 

already served over 40.000 Ugandans with 

safe drinking water.

DIGO, Haiti, Health
Sanitation and cleaning products are extremely 

expensive in Haiti, and as a result water borne 

diseases are problem, especially among the 

poor.  DIGO distributes bleach, detergent soap 

and disinfectants that are locally produced 

by DIGO Enterprises. This increases access to 

affordable bleach and other cleaning products 

to improve household sanitation and promote 

better health. They have already served over 

500.000 individuals since inception.

Seniors Home, Albania, Health
Today senior citizens in Albania often lack 

of access to sufficient quality elderly care. 

Seniors Home is an elderly home-care social 

business that offers high quality daycare and 

residential services to improve quality of life 

for the elderly in Albania. The social busi-

ness also offers employment and training for 

young nursing professionals.

Moradigna, Brazil

Social Housing 
In Brazil, more than 11 million people live in favelas. People live 

in unsanitary conditions with residents suffering from conditions 

such as moisture, mold or lack of ventilation. Moradigna provides 

services to renovate housing structures, diagnosing the problem 

and providing rebuilding, design, and labor to improve living con-

ditions. The company has already renovated more than 200 homes, 

providing safe housing conditions to over 600 people from low 

income communities.

Social
Housing



Green Bio Energy, Uganda, 
Environment & Clean Energy
Firewood and charcoal are the main sourc-

es of cooking fuel for the poor in Uganda. 

These fuels are expensive, their fumes and 

soot are toxic, and producing charcoal 

leads to widespread deforestation. Green 

Bio Energy produces and distributes clean 

cook stoves and environmentally friendly 

briquettes to low income families in Uganda, 

already serving over 100.000 individuals.

Assobio, Brazil, Environment
Due to deforestation, Brazil has lost approxi-

mately 85 million hectares of native forest. As-

sobio works together with the local community 

and involves them in the process of planting new 

trees and maintaining the forest. Moreover the 

social business provides education and training 

opportunities for the most disadvantaged of the 

local community. They have already preserved 

over 200 hectares of rainforest in Brazil, planting 

more than 70.000 seedlings.

Next Gen, Tunisia, Education
In Tunisia, children with developmental 

disabilities often lack the therapeutic sup-

port needed to ensure healthy development. 

NextGen tackled this social problem by 

developing and commercializing therapeutic 

apps that empower children facing devel-

opmental disabilities in Tunisia. They have 

already reached over 2.000 children.

Golden Bees, Uganda, Agriculture
Bee-keeping is a great opportunity to create 

additional income for small-holder farmers in 

impoverished areas. Many beekeeping farm-

ers in Uganda and neighboring countries lack 

adequate access to national and international 

markets as well as training opportunities to 

improve their skills. Golden Bees provides a fair 

sales channel and a variety of services to more 

than 2.000 bee-farmers in Uganda. 

Savco Millers, Uganda, Environment
It is estimated that over 108 tons of plastic 

waste are generated in Uganda every day, yet 

the recycling capacity is less than half that 

amount. Savco Millers aims to significantly re-

duce the environmental impact of plastic waste 

by collecting, recycling and selling plastic. 

Savco Millers purchases plastic waste from col-

lectors at a premium price and recycles it into 

new products like grow bags for trees, construc-

tion sheets and waste collection bags.

Jali Organic, Uganda, Agriculture
Many farmers in Uganda lack access to mar-

kets and the know-how to make agriculture 

more efficient, which negatively impacts their 

incomes. The produce cultivated is often sub- 

standard, not meeting organic or ethically 

produced guidelines. Jali organic is a premium 

manufacturer of dried fruits and green coffee, 

focusing on Bussi Island’s native fruit, pineap-

ple. Currently working with 150 farmer groups, 

the company abides by the international fair 

price policy.

City Tex, Albania, Livelihoods
In Albania, marginalized women from urban 

and suburban areas in difficult social and 

economic conditions have very low income 

opportunities and suffer from high unemploy-

ment. City Tex provides stable employment to 

around 100 disadvantaged women including 

above market average wages and fair working 

conditions, which will significantly enhance the 

livelihoods for many families.

Campo Vivo, Colombia, Agriculture
The poorest communities in Colombia often 

rely on farming as the main source of income. 

However, rural farmers often face challenges of: 

low crop yields; restricted access to capital, new 

farming technologies, and technical assistance; 

as well as little barganing power when selling 

their crops. Campo Vivo is a Joint Venture be-

tween McCain Foods and Yunus Social Business 

with the mission to improve the livelihoods of 

local farmers and their families living in low so-

cioeconomic communities in rural Colombia.
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that, we will stay laser-focused on 

our ultimate goal, serving people 

that live at the bottom of the pyra-

mid. 

We’ll also be developing the range 

of tools and services offered as 

part of the ongoing non-financial 

support provided to our portfolio 

companies. Common areas high-

lighted by entrepreneurs we spoke 

to were a lack of formalized finan-

cial management and accounting 

training and difficulties finding and 

hiring a skilled workforce, especially 

in production and manufacturing 

operations. Another area was the 

perceived disconnection between 

other social entrepreneurs in the 

country of operation. The feeling 

of belonging to a network of peers 

for guidance and support was high 

on the list of social entrepreneurs 

priorities. 

It has been a particularly insightful 

and reinvigorating exercise to seek 

direct feedback from our clients and 

partners. Building on what we have 

learned and heard, we are confident 

we can deliver an even better and 

more effective service to social busi-

ness entrepreneurs in our countries 

of operation.

Lessons Learned

2016 was a pivotal year for us. We spent sig-

nificant time and energy reviewing the past 

5 years of performance, gathering learnings 

and shaping the direction we will take as an 

organization into the future. Our research 

involved visits to all our countries, meetings 

with potential and existing social businesses 

and interviews with over 120 entrepreneurs 

and partners. We were supported along the 

way by the tireless work of our country teams 

and the guidance of our long-time partner 

The Boston Consulting Group. Our work was 

guided by three major objectives:

Increase our impact per dollar spent. We 

constantly strive to maximize the social 

impact we create with every dollar we invest. 

We want to get better at maximising impact 

per invested dollar.

Scalability. The past 5 years have been 

focused on finding a sustainable model for 

impact. We have experimented in a series 

of markets, worked with a range of part-

ners and tried different program structures 

to help social entrepreneurs achieve scale. 

Our work in 2016 was designed to help us 

structure the experience we gathered along 

the way and build a solid platform for future 

scale.

Build on existing momentum. We have been 

supported by numerous partners so far. 

Many people got excited about the poten-

tial of social business around the world, and 

we have built a community of entrepreneurs 

that support each other. We wanted to 

identify how we can leverage those assets to 

create even more impact.

The interviews yielded a vast range of in-

sights: Which financing structures do entre-

preneurs prefer, what type of non-financial 

support is most helpful, what are the most 

promising impact sectors in the future, and 

what are the main geographies for growth 

going forward. 

What we’ve found
Our research validated that the financing 

that we provide is indeed crucial for entre-

preneurs to scale. What we call the “missing 

middle” – investment sizes between 100k 

USD and 1M USD – is exactly what is keep-

ing social entrepreneurs from scaling in the 

countries that we operate in. Their finance 

need is much too large for microfinance, but 

they are too early and therefore too risky 

for impact investors, providing capital of 1M 

USD and more. And even if they find a way 

to provide banks with sufficient collateral 

– which more often than not exceeds 100% 

of the loan amount – they cannot afford the 

interest rates charged by the banks or can-

not pay back in the short timeline that banks 

request.

So while we have validated our financing 

product, we have also learned that we will 

need to sharpen our focus even more. Hav-

ing reached critical mass, it is time for us to 

realise economies of scale and build expe-

rience around certain sectors. While doing 
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Our TeamCountry Leadership

Daniel Nowack 
Program Director Balkans 

Former Merck & Co. Inc; 

CFO at mobile incubator

Saskia Bruysten
Co-Founder and CEO

Former BCG Consultant; 

LSE Alumna

Prof. Muhammad 
Yunus 
Co-Founder and Chairman

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate

Karen Hitschke
Member of Management 

Board und Co-CIO

Former McKinsey 

Consultant; APAX Partners; 

Insead Alumna

Sophie Eisenmann 
Co-Founder and CFO

Former Siemens Consulting; 

GE Capital; Insead Alumna

Sylvain Ferriere 
Member of Management 

Board und Co-CIO

Former BCG Consultant; 

CEO of a fashion startup

Bastian Müller
Partnerships & Investor 

Relations 

Co-founder of pro bono 

social business, former GIZ

Aarti Wig 
Country Director, 

ICAT India

Former JP Morgan; 

LSE Alumna

Shkelzen Marku 
Country Director, Balkans

Former Ministry of 

Agriculture Albania; 

Executive Director MADA

Rogerio Oliveira
Country Director, Brazil

Founder of Movimento 

Buena Onda; 

HEC Montreal Alumni

Leila Charfi 
Country Director, Tunisia

Former Microsoft Africa; 

Manager of Tech Accelerator

Eriab Kiiza 
Country Director, Uganda

Former Uganda Investment 

Authority

Philippe Saint Cyr
Country Director, Haiti

Former American Chamber 

of Commerce in Haiti

Camilo Santa
Senior Advisor

Colombia

Former UNDP; 

coordinator for World Bank

Suresh K Krishna
Founder, Managing 

Director & CEO of YSBFB

Co-Founder of Grameen 

Koota

Andres Trujillo
Country Director,  

Colombia

Former Unicef, 

Grameen Spain
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We’re continually humbled by the generosity 

of our donors who choose to partner with us 

and use their philanthropic capital, expertise 

and networks to support social businesses 

around the world. 

Their support, along with the many other in-

dividuals, foundations and family offices we 

partner with is vital in the work we do, allow-

ing us to raise the patient finance we use to 

support social businesses as they grow over 

time. We would like to thank the following 

organizations for their continued support:

Our Partners

BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP 
BCG has been supporting Professor Yunus 

and his social business network, including 

our organization, since 2012, providing 

consulting, mentorship, and volunteer 

support. In 2015, BCG welcomed YSB and 

Prof. Yunus’ Social Business network as 

their sixth global Social Impact partner. As 

corporations aspire to use their business 

expertise to address the challenges faced by 

society, social businesses present a way to 

harness the private sector’s best practices, 

skills, and knowledge, all of which are 

needed to deliver greater value and increase 

operational efficiency. BCG is engaged in 

facilitating discussions between Professor 

Yunus and multinational companies around 

the world, helping explore opportunities to 

develop social businesses tailored to their 

value chains.

“The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) 

takes social impact very seriously, 

seeking to make the world a better 

place both through our pro bono 

efforts and directly through our client 

work. We partner with many of our 

large corporate clients to help them 

create social impact through their 

core business operations—we call 

this Corporate Social Value. Yunus 

Social Business (YSB) is one of BCG’s 

global social impact partners because 

YSB shares this philosophy, working 

with businesses big and small to 

create significant social impact. 

Together, BCG and YSB harness the 

power of business to benefit people 

most in need.”

Douglas Beal, Director Social Impact, 
Boston Consulting Group

USAID
USAID and YSB have formed a Global De-

velopment Alliance committed to incubating 

and financing social businesses worldwide. 

Haiti has been the first YSB country to sign 

the partnership with USAID, followed by 

Uganda and Albania.
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ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
The Rockefeller Foundation worked with us 

to develop the Social Success Note, an inno-

vative financing tool for social businesses.

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 
AFDB has supported the development of 

the social business eco-system in Tunisia and 

Uganda. 

UNITED POSTCODE LOTTERIES 
Developing sustainable solutions to social 

challenges The Swedish and Dutch Postcode 

Lottery Foundation have partnered with YSB

over a 3 year period to support our efforts in 

accelerating and financing social businesses 

around the world.

GRAMEEN CREATIVE LAB
The Grameen Creative Lab’s mission is to cre-

ate awareness of social business worldwide. 

In 2011 YSB was spun off from GCL which 

focuses on the promotion of social business-

es like organising the Global Social Business 

Summit. 

ARGIDIUS FOUNDATION
The Argidius Foundation is supporting Yunus 

Social Business in growing the social busi-

ness landscape from Uganda to East-Africa, 

providing more support and financing op-

portunities for outstanding social businesses 

in the region. 

JOINT VENTURE WITH MCCAIN
Transforming the living conditions of farm-

ers in rural areas in Colombia Campo Vivo 

intervenes with the agricultural value chain 

by developing competencies in small-scale 

farmers, strengthening the social tissue and 

promoting competitive productive activities 

in vulnerable rural communities.

JOINT VENTURE WITH FLORIDA ICE 
AND FARM COMPANY
Fighting malnutrition in Costa Rica In 2014 

we launched our first corporate social busi-

ness joint venture with Costa Rican leading 

food company, Florida Ice and Farm Compa-

ny. The joint venture produces and sells en-

riched cereals, soups, and drinks to combat 

malnutrition, particularly targeting children 

under the age of five in Costa Rica.

“My colleagues and I do 

tremendously enjoy working together 

with Saskia Bruysten, Sophie 

Eisenmann and their team. We 

admire their mission as well as their 

passion and their professionalism!

We love to help them promoting 

social business because it is about 

empowering people. And as lawyers 

we also enjoy tackling the challenges 

that come up as some of the arising 

issues can neither be fully covered 

by traditional corporate law nor by 

traditional charity law.”

Christian Duve, Partner Freshfields

FRESHFIELDS BRUCKHAUS DERINGER 
Developing legal models for social business

The corporate law firm continues to pro-

vide extensive pro-bono legal support and 

helped us bridge the divide between char-

itable legislation and the social business sec-

tor. This partnership has led to legal struc-

tures that are ground-breaking for the future 

best practice of social business investing.

ROBERT BOSCH STIFTUNG
We are grateful for the funding support Rob-

ert Bosch Stiftung has provided for the Cus-

tomer Discovery Project, which sheds light on 

the financial and non-financial needs of social 

entrepreneurs in emerging economies.

KIVA 
Opening small-scale financing opportunities 

of social business for everyone YSB part-

nered with the crowd-funding platform KIVA.

org to enable individuals around the world 

to lend to social businesses with microloans 

as small as 25 USD, with our social business-

es receiving some of the largest loans ever 

financed through KIVA.
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Support Social Business

Maximize the impact of your philan-
thropic capital.
Taking on global challenges like eradicating 

poverty takes big ideas and radical chang-

es in thinking. We believe in the power of 

social business to turn these challenges into 

opportunities to create lasting change.

As a financial partner your philanthropic 

capital will not only support long term, prac-

tical solutions to tackling poverty, health and 

climate change, it will help further a global 

shift towards reimagining business as a force 

for social good.

With Yunus Social Business your philanthrop-

ic capital is transformed into financing for 

social businesses to help them grow and in-

crease their social impact. Once their financ-

ing is repaid, your donation can be used 

again, to support more social businesses, 

leveraging the impact your capital creates, 

year after year.

“After almost 10 years enjoying just 

the joy of giving, happily giving 

grants to causes we analyzed and 

think were a good help, we start 

thinking that sustainability was also 

an issue, What if we were not able 

to help the next year? And more, we 

start thinking in our grant recipients, 

and the idea of believing in them 

instead of giving.

That was the moment when YSB 

came to our lives, and we discover 

a new way of sharing our luck, in a 

sustainable way and, overall, with real 

love and respect to those less lucky.”

Maria Angeles Leon & Francesco Parames, 
Philanthropic Investor

Use of funds 2016

73 % Social Business Financing & Support

15 % New Initiatives & Advocacy

12 % Admin & Operations

Get in Touch
Bastian Mueller, YSB Partnerships

bastian.mueller@yunussb.com
+49 (0) 1578 030 62 60

Learn more by visiting:

yunussb.com
/financial-partners

Make A Donation 
To Support Social Businesses

yunussb.com/donate
Bank Details: Yunus Social Business Funds gGmbH

Bank: Gemeinschaftsbank eG

BIC: GENODEM1GLS

IBAN: DE22430609676018634500
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